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Status:

Resolved
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Assignee:
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% Done:
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Category name:

WordPress (misc)

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

1.14.11

Description
The GCDI website is going to launch with a new theme, so we need to add the theme to our GitHub repo and have various plugins
for the site visible for activation.
This ticket is to track these changes.
History
#1 - 2019-03-20 06:09 PM - Raymond Hoh
- Status changed from New to In Progress
I've added the new GCDI theme as a submodule here https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/acd85effd4542c6bbd006f771464b06ce68ac0cd
Boone, I've updated the ACTION_REQUIRED list to make sure that we update our git submodules for 1.14.9.
Going to leave this ticket open for any other changes that might be required for the GCDI site launch.
#2 - 2019-03-21 12:17 PM - Boone Gorges
Thank you!
#3 - 2019-03-21 08:32 PM - Raymond Hoh
There will be a couple of days where the GCDI site will be put in maintenance mode as changes are deployed and tested.
I've added the lj-maintenance-mode plugin as part of this process. (Internal code reference https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/1687455574f4fb507500f857645850c3cb5bec59)
#4 - 2019-03-26 11:29 AM - Boone Gorges
- Target version changed from 1.14.9 to 1.14.10
#5 - 2019-03-27 12:36 PM - Raymond Hoh
I've updated the Events Calendar PRO plugin:
https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/f187df66643879c14d2b03a4588506b09c960a41
And issued as a hotfix (sorry Boone!). Not security-related. Missed it during deployment.
#6 - 2019-04-09 12:11 PM - Raymond Hoh
- Target version changed from 1.14.10 to 1.14.11
Updated the make-child-gcdi theme in https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/485f85acca5a8aabe082e39225db6f61bf8213db
There will probably be one more round of revisions, so bumping to 1.14.11.
#7 - 2019-04-23 09:27 AM - Raymond Hoh
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
Updated the make-child-gcdi theme in https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/f504881a0c493414c76ebd8aa232284e54c55114
Going to mark this as resolved.
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